
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of senior analyst,
marketing. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at
the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for senior analyst, marketing

Shape and deliver a combination of regular reporting and strategic deep
dives to support marketing decisions and ensure the team is operating based
on insight
Ensure all delivery is insight and narrative-led with actionable
recommendations and is delivered to stakeholders in a concise and accessible
way
Assists in the preparation and coordination of the Marketing budget
Tracks and reports on marketing financial indicators
Package analytical findings into presentations/reports and communicate
(both written and verbal) complex concepts to Sr
Lead key cross-functional marketing initiativesin order to strengthen best
practice-sharing across all Pratt & Whitney divisions and United Technologies
Define, develop and deliver marketing measurement approach for Sports
campaigns for cross-channel digital marketing analytics and reporting
Ensure development of proper experimental design across all campaigns and
deliver data driven optimization guidance
Deliver the analytics and reporting to all marketing functions to provide the
cross-channel marketing team with the insight for campaign optimizations,
planning and ROI
Partner with data engineers to synthesize raw data and help develop clear
and concise insights quickly, in a focused and digestible manner

Qualifications for senior analyst, marketing

Example of Senior Analyst, Marketing Job Description
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Bachelor’s degree in Marketing, Business, Finance, Accounting or related
from an accredited institution
Understanding of integrated marketing communications strategy for lead
generation and lead nurturing programs (offline advertising, search
marketing, online advertising, social and mobile media, web development,
direct marketing, email)
Three to five years experience in business or financial analysis or planning
Experience working in an analytical role, with a track record of using data to
generate insight and recommendations
Understanding of and keen interest in digital marketing (knowing your PPC
from your SEO, and your PLA from your RTB)
Experience with digital analytics tools, such as Adobe, Google analytics, and
Doubleclick


